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Good afternoon! Pleasure to be with you as we close out this tremendous gathering.
I was asked to speak about putting Good Profit into action. I was recently reminded, at a colloquium
discussion on political economy earlier this week, that economists don’t know anything about making
money. I’ll volunteer of my own accord that economists are also not particularly practical people—we
know little about putting things into action. So—I fear that my title may be the most misleading title for
our whole conference. Also, as they say, I am standing between you and your lunch. So there are two
strikes against me. My goal, then, is to provide a little material for reflection and inspiration as you leave
here to put Good Profit into action.
What is Seen and What is Not Seen
I want to proceed then, where economists may be good—if they are good. Thus, I shall lay a first bit of
groundwork by quoting one of the best-loved passages about good economists, from Frederic Bastiat’s
What is Seen and What is Not Seen, published in 1848 together with other essays on political economy.
In the economic sphere an act, a habit, an institution, a law produces not only one
effect, but a series of effects. Of these effects, the first alone is immediate; it appears
simultaneously with its cause; it is seen. The other effects emerge only subsequently; they
are not seen; we are fortunate if we foresee them.
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There is only one difference between a bad economist and a good one: the bad
economist confines himself to the visible effect; the good economist takes into account both
the effect that can be seen and those effects that must be foreseen.

Yet this difference is tremendous; for it almost always happens that when the
immediate consequence is favorable, the later consequences are disastrous, and vice versa.
Whence it follows that the bad economist pursues a small present good that will be followed
by a great evil to come, while the good economist pursues a great good to come, at the risk
of a small present evil.1

Freedom and Human Achievement

One hundred and sixty years after Bastiat published this commentary, on September 6, 2008, 23-year
old climber Alex Honnold recorded the following terse entry in his journal:
9-6-08
Reg NW Face—5.11d? solo 2:50 on route. Higbee, 5.10 bypass. Sketchy on slab.
The Regular NW Face refers to the NW Face of Half Dome, the iconic granite peak in Yosemite National
Park.
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The Reg NW Face of Half Dome is about 2200 vertical feet of climbing on surfaces that typically afford
only the merest suggestions of handholds and footholds. Easy sections contain long vertical cracks just
big enough to insert one or two fingers. Difficult sections are wide, flat slabs that often require the
arduous skill of ‘smearing’. “Smearing is the act of pressing the sole of your climbing shoe directly to the
rock or slab and using friction to gain vertical ground.”2 The NW face of Half Dome is a route that only a
small number of people will
ever attempt in what is
called a free-climb: with a
harness, clipped onto ropes
that are tacked up by the
climber along the way. In
such a climb, the climber
really does all the climbing—
she never uses the ropes to
bear her weight or to get over tough spots. And when one has completed a climb one has really climbed
the route—it is sometimes said that the route has been ‘freed’.
But on 9-6-08 Alex Honnold ascended the NW face of Half Dome with no ropes and no harness. This
style of climb is known as a ‘free-solo’, or ‘free-soloing’. Earlier in the same year, April 1, 2008, Alex had
catapulted to climbing fame for his ‘free-solo’ of Moonlight Buttress, a 1200 foot rock in Utah’s Zion
Canyon.
John Long, one of the original group of climbers called the “Stonemasters” (who had pioneered many of
the routes in Yosemite in the 70s) said of Alex’s free-solo climb of Half Dome, “There isn’t anything I can
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think of that requires that level of concentration, for that length of time, with the penalty being certain
death if you make the tiniest mistake.”3
But John Long might
have done well to hold
off on his comment:
four months ago, in
early June of this year,
Alex Honnold got up in
the morning, drove
into Yosemite, donned
his climbing shoes, chalked up his fingers, and
climbed the Dawn Wall of El Capitan alone,
without ropes. It took him four hours to freesolo the 3000 feet of granite. Tommy Caldwell,
arguably one of the world’s greatest climbers,
called this the “most significant event in the
sport of climbing in all of [his] 38 years.” Daniel
Duane, writing in the New York Times on June
9th, said it ought to be “celebrated as one of
the greatest athletic feats of any kind, ever.”4
Duane argues that “…climbing has subdisciplines that call for different genetic gifts and venerate different accomplishments.” Free-soloing
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requires the capacity to tolerate extreme fear of falling, and sustain this over minutes or hours—all
while enduring physical and cardiac burdens beyond what any of us, ever, will endure. Duane goes on to
say: “Free soloing is a distillation of the entire climbing world’s collective fantasy life. Vanishingly few
elite climbers make careers out of free-soloing, and plenty call it irresponsible and deplorable, but in
their heart of hearts they all recognize it as the final word in bad-assery.” In words more refined, we
might say: free-soloing is something like the Platonic ideal of climbing. Duane concludes:
Reasonable people consider projects like these idiotic to the point of outrage. That is perfectly
defensible. …If you count yourself among those inclined to negative judgment, and even if you
don’t, I hope you’ll indulge a mental exercise for fun. Allow your mind to relax into the
possibility that Honnold’s climb was not reckless at all—that he really was born with unique
neural architecture and physical gifts, and that his years of dedication really did develop those
gifts to the point that he could not only make every move on El Capitan without rest, he could
do so with a tolerably miniscule chance of falling. Viewed in that light, Honnold’s free-solo of El
Capitan represents a miraculous opportunity for the rest of us to experience what you might call
the human sublime—a performance so far beyond our current understanding of our physical
and mental potential that it provokes a pleasurable sensation of mystified awe right alongside
the inevitable nausea.
The question I want to ask then: why is this activity called ‘free’, as in ‘free solo’, and how is it related to
great human achievement—and the human sublime?
Free-soloing is marked by at least three obvious attributes:
1. The willed and desired cultivation of unique capabilities
2. High risk-high reward: certain death, yes, but also the pursuit of something noble and rare
3. Mental and physical suffering: pain and hardship of the climb itself.
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4. Intense preparation: free climbing requires more preparation and not less.
The first three are already somewhat evident, but let me say something about the fourth.
Duane tells us that Honnold
“rehearses big free-solos on rope
first. He commutes up and down
cliffs with gear in order to work
for entire days on small tricky
sections. He memorizes long
sequences of complex
movement like a clever middle-schooler memorizing Pi to a hundred decimal places. …He has
methodically bested the marquee climbs of every Yosemite free-soloist before him, and he has spent
years quietly preparing himself for the free-solo to end all free-solos. In the final weeks, Honnold told
me, he climbed a particularly smooth stretch about 500 feet up, on rope, five times in a row with only
his feet, no hands.”
Free-soloing requires more preparation, and not less.
I want to suggest here that the great climbers of the world who consider free-soloing as the ideal of
human achievement in climbing are not wrong; nor are they wrong to call this free. For freedom in the
human sphere involves a kind of fruitful marriage between human artistry/creative genius/will and
the mastery of the building blocks of nature.
Now this conception of freedom is inherently connected to human achievement. There is no freedom
without mastery but the greater the mastery the greater the potential for human achievement. Mastery
here isn’t sufficient for human achievement—but it is necessary. Mastery—together with human desire
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(will) and genius (inherent capabilities)—always combine in any case of genuine human
accomplishment.
What constitutes ‘great’ human achievement? It seems that great achievement is marked by having “a
lot” of the four characteristics above: suggesting that these admit of degrees. There can be great
capability or small; large risk and small; great suffering and small suffering. And there can be great
mastery or small. “Great” achievement—what we all intuitively consider greatness—is marked by these
things. For instance, a great achievement for a statesman would require the cultivation of natural gifts;
mastery of the principles of rhetoric, negotiation, and political acumen; but also for a great achievement
a statesman would have exercised this mastery in a time of ‘crisis’ or high risk (say, a nation on the brink
of war)—a time when great value would come from his action; and finally, we would recognize that the
effort to achieve his result ‘cost’ him a great deal of suffering. (Note that ‘risk’ is not only negative but a
positive: ‘risk’ involves an assessment of the inherent value of the thing. Nothing ventured nothing
gained makes little sense applied to something not worth gaining.)
Therefore we might rightly call ‘most free’ those men and women whose accomplishments are ‘most
great’. And this is a fascinating thing: and why I have claimed just now that those who call Honnold’s
activity ‘free’ are quite right. We might even go so far as to say that, as the greatest of the free-solo
climbers, Alex Honnold is the free-est climber we can think of.
Good Profit and Human Accomplishment
In the remaining time, I want to turn to the consideration of Good Profit. In his introduction, Charles
Koch says this about the pursuit of Good Profit:
MBM is extremely powerful, but successfully applying it is neither simple nor easy. After more
than five decades spent developing and applying these principles at Koch, I’ve learned it is not
enough to simply memorize the methodology or learn your way around the metaphorical
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toolbox. … successful application of MBM requires internalizing its principles at all levels of the
organization, especially in leadership. If you’ve never swung a golf club or driven a car before,
theory and instruction will only get you so far. You need to pick up a club or get behind the
wheel and keep practicing until you internalize the mechanics to the point where you can do so
automatically. It needs to become second nature to you.5
We can spy in this passage a description of something that is profound but easy to miss. This is captured
by the claim Koch makes later in more general terms, that is, that there are real and existing “principles”
(we might say “laws” or “rules”) that govern the natural world and social reality; and that these
principles can be discovered by us, and ultimately mastered through study and practice. This is not very
different from what has been typically called “natural law”—though this is an expression mostly limited
to the Catholic intellectual tradition. Koch advances the idea that business enterprises—like other social
institutions and like society itself—are also governed by principles or laws. That there are regularities
and patterns—ways of relating and practicing business—that work better than others. That these can be
discovered and practiced.
And this leads me to my first lesson inspired by Bastiat. In Honnold’s case we see intuitively and
immediately that there are principles which govern his ability to balance and propel himself upward on
great slabs of rock; amazingly, when we look at the difference between great businesses and poor ones,
we often tend to think the difference is explained by luck, fate, or a priori distribution of advantages and
disadvantages. What is somewhat easier to see in the case of free-solo climbing, is less easy to see in the
case of business enterprise.
Thus, Good Profit requires mastery of discovered and learned principles of success. Like Honnold who
climbs a section five times with just his feet—a Good Profit requires hard work. Hard practice. Anyone
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who has attempted golf knows just how apt Koch’s golf example is. There is no easy way to swing like a
pro. And even someone with a great deal of talent—a Jordan Spieth—practices an insane number of
hours.
What then about the characteristic of ‘free’ activity that I highlighted as “suffering-pain-personal
struggle”? This too is implicit in the passage I quoted. In business Koch says we aren’t mastering or
practicing something easy: principles of MBM, like the principles of a good golf swing, are difficult to
execute—even when the skills are mastered and prepared. If it weren’t true, then winning major
tournaments wouldn’t be so elusive, even for the world’s greatest masters of the game. To the
uninitiated, watching golf on TV, it would be easy to say that it doesn’t look like ‘work’. But the
sustained concentration and effort involved in winning a four-day tournament is magnificent. Players
often report collapsing after a major win, putting off celebration to the next day.
Now physical exertion of a climb like the free ascent of El Capitan, is readily seen. We may even readily
assess the mental effort of keeping something like ‘maximal’ fear under control for a length of four
hours—all while exerting ‘maximal’ physical energy. But when we look at a successful businessman, we
do not readily see the days, weeks and years of sustained concentration, effort and planning that went
into the practice of his work—all while tolerating the fear of losing capital committed to his venture.
This does not apply only to the man or woman at the top. If MBM is correctly practiced, each member of
the firm community is an ‘entrepreneur’—because he or she has ‘property rights’ over her area, and
‘incentives’ that reward personal investment of time, energy, focus, and execution. There is sacrifice and
hardship at every level. What is not seen—the execution of learned mastery, sustained over long
periods of time, reinforced in hundreds of decisions—what is not seen is the lifeblood of the business
enterprise.
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The ideas of risk and value, or, in Honnold’s case, certain death vs. great honor, are readily applied to
principled entrepreneurship. In the first case we know that business ventures necessarily involve risk of
capital. Koch says, for instance, “There were certainly times when fate was against us and our
investments were unprofitable. But had we been unwilling—or without sufficient capital—to invest, we
would have never distinguished ourselves from our competition.”
But the other side of the balance, real value, is more interesting. What is the thing that is noble, rare
and coveted—like climbing El Capitan? I would like to propose that it is the quest of creating real value
for others, and in consequence contributing to the overall development of persons, communities and
the wealth of nations. “You had such a very positive impact on me early in my career at Koch.” Says one
of Charles Koch’s former employees. “So much that Sue and I named our first son after you. I know I
never told that to you or anyone else.”6
In business, unlike on granite, the crisis points—the fields for human greatness—are usually hidden.
Good Profit /MBM asks that businessmen get up every day, chalk up their hands, and take very seriously
the ways that they impact the human beings they are responsible for. Real human lives and well-being
depend upon it. Even to touch one human soul in the way described above is to have moved the needle
substantially. And this too is not seen.
Finally, I want to mention the first aspect of the free activity: the willed (desired) cultivation of natural
gifts and talents. Koch says “by developing their individual capabilities, employees make a greater
contribution, find greater fulfillment in their work, and are more likely to reach their maximum
potential. … we strive to make career choices available to them based on their aptitude and interests…”7
Koch doesn’t say so directly—but this principle is critical for the entrepreneur as well as for the internal
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structure of the business enterprise. Because talents and capabilities are most often unseen. How do we
know what we are good at? Athletic talents—like creative ones—require a field or a canvas—or a big
rock—for discovery, practice and execution. I suppose that the pursuit of good profit, the vast field of
free enterprise, has connected millions of
persons with talents they did not know they
had. Economic theory speaks of revealed
preferences; a good theory of free enterprise
would speak of revealed talents.
What I have been sketching up to now is an
argument that what Charles Koch calls “good
profit” or what might also go by the name of “principled entrepreneurship” or MBM, is the rightly
ordered expression of human freedom in economic initiative. I have also argued that this ‘rightly
ordered’ freedom in the economic sphere can aspire to what we consider ‘great’ human achievement—
and that it—the building of a great business—corresponds to the richest and most intuitive notions of
what we call free human activity. When I said that Honnold might be called the ‘free-est’ climber of all, I
meant that he was more free, but also that his ‘accomplishment-freedom’ depended on more work,
mastery, sacrifice and cultivation of gifts than all other climbers.
If this is true, we might say that what Koch tries to outline—a philosophy of free enterprise based in the
wisdom of his father and developed over his 60+ years of study and hard work—is something like the
rules for ‘free-soloing’ in business. It’s not just ordered to ‘good profit’—it’s ordered to greatness. His
father said to him:
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You can use [this gift] as a valuable tool for accomplishment or you can squander it foolishly. If
you choose to let this money destroy your initiative and independence then it will be a curse to
you and my action in giving it to you will have been a mistake. I should regret very much to
have you miss the
glorious feeling of
accomplishment
and I know you are
not going to let me
down. Remember
that often adversity
is a blessing in
disguise and is certainly the greatest character builder.8
That glorious feeling of accomplishment is also not seen—and comes, as Bastiat said, as the result of
hundreds and thousands of small, personal costs.
Implicit in my argument for the relationship between free enterprise and great human
accomplishment—the human sublime—is something like the Bastiat thesis: the good economist, Bastiat
says, pursues a great good to come, at the risk of a small present [cost]. So, also, the ‘good’
entrepreneur. Putting Good Profit into action requires just this: cultivating virtue, a life of prayer,
sacrifice, hard work, mastery, sweat, weariness and exhaustion—all in pursuit of a noble value that
really serves. Therefore, a better title for these remarks might have been: In defense of what is not seen.
Thank you.
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